Honeywell Thermal Solutions (HTS)

With a number of key acquisitions in the past years, and the creation of their Thermal Solutions division, Honeywell
has recommitted themselves to the combustion marketplace. HTS solutions streamline integration, installation, and
end-user interaction while improving efficiency and performance. Their portfolio of products includes Honeywell
combustion controls, Eclipse and Maxon burners, Kromschroder control valves, and Iris flame scanners. Honeywell
Thermal Solutions is investing in the combustion industry with innovation and scalability for the future.

Honeywell IRIS Industrial Flame Monitoring (IFM)

Honeywell IFM offers reliable, durable, and flexible solutions for the most challenging applications
and toughest environments. Features include:
• Multiple sensor options enable monitoring of all fuel flames
• International Safety Standards including Class 1 div 1, Class 1 div 2, CSA & SIL3
• Digital processing reduces field set-up time
• Gamma & Xray immune viewing heads
These devices are tailor-made for industrial processes including refineries, boilers, and burners.
Contact your local GTH branch to learn more!

Honeywell Kromschroder Controls

Kromschroder gas control and safety systems not only make gas installations safe, they
provide operating personnel with optimum protection. SIL and PL certification ensure that their
products provide the required level of safety for the installation. Kromschroder’s line of products
includes Boiler Control Units, Gas Valves, Valve Proving Controls, Pressure Switches, and full
integrated gas trains. Key applications include ceramics, metals, heat treating, automotive,
food and beverage, and glass manufacturing. The engineering group at GTH is able to integrate
Kromschroder products with the other controls and systems in the Honeywell Thermal Solutions
portfolio, to provide a turnkey combustion solution.

GTH Process and Combustion Expertise

GTH has a long history of engineering, designing, and implementing combustion control systems. We are
proficient in the products but more importantly, we have decades of experience working with a wide range of
commercial and industrial boiler/burner applications. Click here to learn more about our Combustion Solutions.
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